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ABSTRACT

The financing activity can generate a conflict between the management and the
stockholder or creditor as a consequence of the opportunity management behaviours.
These behaviours have also influence on the tirm perfbrmance. The phenomenon of this
research is the influence of the ownership structure in determining the selection of the
firm's financing sources and on the frm performance.The aim of this research is to find
the influence of the ownership structure on the capital structure and on the firm
performance on the framework of the agency theory.

This research was conducted at non tinancial public companies listed at the Jakarta
Stock Exchange in yeans 2Nl-2003. This study used analysis tool of the rwo stages

least square equation (2SLS) models. The first modet is to test the intluence of stock
ownership structue, asset growth of the firm, and asset structure of the firm on the
capital structure. The second model is to test the influence of the stock ownership

'structure, 
capital structure, firm size. and risk of stock return on the firm performance.

The conclusions give answers to atl the problems.

Key Words: Agency Theory, Stock Ownership Structure, Capital Snucture, and
Firm Performance

JEL Classificiation: G32

l.INTRODUCTION

The existence of capital markets provides an opportunity for companies to increase
funding and improve their capital structure so that they can operate at a larger scale with
more healthy capital sfiucture, which in turn will help improve corporate earnings,

society, and the macro economy. According to data of Indonesian Capital Market
DirectotT Q004), until the end of the year 2003 the number of companies that have
already utilized the capital market (Jakafia Stock Exchange) as an alternative source of
financing for the company was as many as 333 companies, with total market

40



capit'aJization as much as IDR
concerning the source of funding
whether debt or equity, would
funding in the capital markets
capital structure.

In modern companies, including public companies in Indonesia. there has been
sepilration of functions: ownership and control. Ownership functions are automatically
held by the shareholders, while control functions are held by professional managers who
are paid and contracted to carry out operations in accordance with the objectives of
shareholders. The separation of functions is the initial cause of agency problems
between the shareholders (owners or principals) and managerc (agents). The problem
was rooted in self-management (Jensen and Meckling, 1976).

As a rational person' tle manager (agent) in addition to its role for the benefit of the
owner, also has his own personal interest, that is maximizing his personal utility by
charging the cost to the company. while in terms of risk, labor market of manager
containing a total risk that can not be diversified, because management performance can
only be seen from its success in managing company ttrat provides ursui*"" to him that
he will still be able to work managing the company or dimissed from his job. Failure of
a manager in managing the firm will be an obstacle for him to get another job at another
company in the same position. Indonesia capital Market watchdog Bapepam code No.
IX.l.6 paragraph l.c year 2004 states that prospective members and commissioners of
public company directors should not be derived from other companies who have
declared bankrupcy or been found -euilty of causing the company tranlrupt within five
years preceding his appointment. Because it has borne the risk. then management will
reduce the total nsk by reducing the debt or use under the optimal debt level atthough
this rnay reduce firm value.

Agency problem between owners and management can be reduced by monitoring
the mana-qement policies that are opportunistic. Shiueholders wealth would be reduced
due to the management of opportunistic behavior if rnonitoring isn't done (called the
agency cost of equity). The monitoring system can be done in two ways, i.e. the
monitoring of internal and external monitoring (Bathala, Moon, and Rao, 1994). lnternal
monitoring can be done by ttre managerial shareholders, the presence of auditors, and
the members of Independent Board of Directors placement. share ownership by
management can reduce opportunistic behavior by management through the itself
internal conffol, because every outcome of management .decisions will have a direct
impact on themselves. while external monitoring can be conducted by external
shareholders (non-managerial) ano creditors. Effective monitoring by the various parties
ilre expected to encourage companies to walk in the right direction that will improve
company perfbrmurce.

Ownership of shares at Issuers companies which are listed on the Jakarta Stock
Exchange (JSX) scattered at various pzrties in society. Parties that have issuers' stocks
listed on the JSX can be classified into three groups (classrfication according to thr.
annual report issued by the Indonesian Capitat Market Directory). Among the three

;- 
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group of shareholders, only the group of shareholders is the most eff'ective institution

that can monitor and influence management policies, because this group have a formal

mechanics and budget and are consistent (Bathala, Moon, and Rao, 1994). Internal party

can etTectively monitor is managerial stock ownership, because of it can influence

management policies for the benefit of shzueholders. The size of the managerial ability

ul' shareholders to monitor depends on how much ownership of shares held by the

management.

The phenomenon of capiul sffucture on non-financial issuers companies in Jakarta

Stock Exchange (JSX), showed that the composition of the capital structure of
non-financiarl issuers during the period 1993 to 2003 is more dominated by debt,

inclicated by the level of leverage The average value above 60Vo. Lccording to Lasher

(2.003:a3 1), ttre optimal capital structure for the company's business has a debt level in

the range between 30Vo - 509o. Although this criterion is not a regulatory standard, it has

become an accepted wisdom as a general guide in managing the company's capi*tl

structure.

Performance of public companies on the JSX in the year 2001 to year 2003, can use

the research results from SWA Magazine MarkPlus and Malter of Accounting,

University of Indonesia (MAKSI UI), which assesses the financial performance of
companies with the EVA approach. The result, itt 2001 (based on the financial

statements as of December 31,2000), Companies that were able to record a positive

EVA numbered 47, and in 2002 droped to 33 companies, and in 2003 only 24

companies. It showed some issuers in Indonesia have not been able to generate returns

that can cover the risk capital (Poeradisastra, 2003:28). This means that fundamentally,

it can be said that the management as an agent of the shareholders had failed to perfbrm

its role to achieve company goals.

2. FORMULATION OF RESEARCH

Based on the background described earlier, the problems in this research are as

follows:

a. Does the share ownership by institutions and the managerial share affect the

capital structure?

b. Does the share ownership by the institution and the managerial share ownership,

and capital structure affect the corporate performance?

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

The company's main objective is to enhance shareholders' value by increasing and

maximizing shareholders' wealth or firm (Ross, Westerfield, and Jaffe' 2002) or

maximizing corporate value (Keown, 2002). Fama (1978) suggested that maximizing

the value of the companies ot'ten expressed with a form of maximizing the value of

company stock. Destination covered companies within both the prosperity of the stock

holders or bond securities. Component selection decisions about which funding sources

will be selected, ideally the company should ret'er to the company's objective, that is

maximizing welfare, which can be realized ttrough improved corporate pedormance. In

other words, selection of the composition of capital structure by firms in financing

activities will also affect tlre performance of the company.
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Thc company shares are orvned by various parties after becoming a public company.
Ownership structure is the parties who own shares of the company. Jensen and
Meckling (1976) suted that.structure or equity ownership of the company is the parties
who own shares in proportion (Kuznetov and Muravyev, 2001). The problems that arise
rll agency relationship are separation betweeu ownership functious and control
functions.

Grouping of stock ownership structure can be done in various ways. According to
Yarnmeesri and Lodh, (.1997). ownership sffuctu.res are grouped into family group,
management, and outside the cornpany. Meanrvhile, according to Brailsfbrd, oliver, and
Pua, (2002), structue of shareholding is grouped into: institutional shareholders,
individuals, and managerial. In conjunction with monitoring the activities of policy
management, ownership structures are clixsified based on the opinion of Brailsford,
0liver, and Pua, (2002), which dif't'erentiate into institutional shareholders, individuals,
and managerial.

Demsefz (1983), Shleifer and vishny (1986), Agrawal and Mandelker (1990);
Bathala, Moon, and Rao (1994). Brailsford, oliver and pua (2002), stated thar sharc
ownership structure may aft'ect the company's capital structure. Share ownership by
management is the application of internal control mechanism function, and by non
management is external control mechanism function. The eff'ectiveness of this control
can aft'ect lnanagelnent policies in the use of lunding sources tvhich means alfect in the
company's capital structure.

Jensen and Mecklirg (1976) said ownership by the manager (managerial ownership)
can reduce the managerial incentive to clo additional consumption. the acquisition of
sharebolders' wealth, and against other non-maximizing behaviour management.
Behaviour that reduces shareholders' wealth. This raises a conflict betrveen management
imd shareholders. This conflict czur be reduced through the alignment of interests
between management and shareholders. through stock ownership by rnanagement.
However. share ownership by management over the ownership of a number of externa.l
perties will have an impact ort the control of the manager is low (defensive attitude by
the management). so lt lvill encourage the management to increase its opportunistic
anitude. Share ownership by management rvill reduce the high levels of debt because
debt is an external control mechanism. Debt management can reduce the freedom of
exercise confrol over corporate ca;h flows and other activities tiat are not optimal.

Relationship with the ownership structure to capital sftucture can be summarized as
fbllows (Jensen and Meckling ,1976):

a. Level of share ownership by management has a negative correlation with the level
of debt, at a high level of share ownership by miuragement, the level of debt will
be reduced.

b. Block holders' actively control rules and they encourage companies to lower debt
levels.

c. Share ownership by management and by external block causing the interaction. At
low levels of share ownership by management, more eff'ective external blocl(
lnld.ers lead to a negative relatiou with debt ratio. However, the management will
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stay on the level of ownership in a high level. The relationship between share

ownership by block and the ratio of debt will be weak.

Besides ownership suucture, corporate capital structure is also intluenced by other

variables as control variables, namely variable assets shucture and $owth assets. The

structure shows the value of collateral assets with corpofate a;sets (col/aleral value of

assets). The higher company's assets that can be secured, the bigger debt with collateral

kecurecl, ctebt) can be obtained from the company. Company that has a guafantee would

tend to use greater debt. Creditors will always give credit when there is collateral

(Titman and Wessels, 1988). Companies that have insurance against debt, would more

easily get loans compared with tle companies that do not have a gualantee of debt

(Brigham and Gapenski, 1996). One way to avoid the agency costs between

management and shareholders is by issuing debt with collateral (debt secureA property.

For ttris reason, companies that have assets which can be used as collateral (collateral

assets) to obtain the debt (secured debt) allow issuing more debt to gain a better

invesfinent opportunity. This means that the debt as a compromise between management

and shareholders (Myers and Majluf', 1984).

Brailsford, Oliver, and Pua (20fl2) use the contol variable annual growttr of assets

(growth) to measurc the capital sffucture according to agency theory. Titman and

Wessels (1988) argue thar high growth rate shows greater tlexibility in investing in the

future and offers a larger opportunity to take over the welfare of the debt holder. So

growth is inversely related to debt ratio or high growth rate indicates the ability of a

company's eamings. So generally there is a negative relationship between growth aftd

debt.

Shareholding sfiucture and corporate performance according to agency theory

depends on the interaction between the effects of alignment and the eft'ects of defense

for managerial shareholders (internal). On one side, an ownership share by malagemelrt

is a tool to align managerial interests with shareholders. Management. beside to be

bound by the contract, is also given monetary incentives to maximize and grow the

company. This condition is called alignment effects. On the other side, share ownership

by management can improve the defense by monitoring the management of external

parties when management has a low skills and wanting an easier life. This condition can

occur if the ownership of shares by managerial ownership is greater than the other Party'

This situation is called defense effects. Overall, the impact of share ownership by

management on firm performance depends on the relative strength through securities

and securities defense alignment (Kuznetsov and Muravyyev, 2001).

Kuznetsov and Muravyev (2001) found evidence that there is a positive relationship

between the highest concentrations of share ownenhip by external pafties on

performance as measured by labor productivity. Soliha and Taswan Q$A) tbund a

significant positive relationship between insider ownership and firm value. Furthermore,

Lemon and Lins (2003) who investigated the relationship of share ownership structure

and firm value during periods of crisis in eight East Asian countries explained that the

structure of share ownership by management at a high level of ownership that can only

r each 2070 of performance boost.
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Ang. Cole. and Lin (2000) using a sanrple of 1708 cornpanies exarnine the effect of
share ownership structure in firrn performance. and concluded. namely: (l) negatively
related to the cornpany if the shares held by outside marLagers is greater than that on the
inside rnanagers (2) positively related if it is state ownership, and (3) correlated
negatively if the amount of non-rnanager share ownership increases.

Relations capital structure with the perfonnance of the company cin also be
explained through empirical research. Ang, Cole, and Lin (2000) argued that increased
nonitoring by lenders, due to the increasing anrount of debt (the cornposition of capital
structure), leads to increased corporate perfonnarce. While Soliha and Taswan (2002)
tbund evidence that there is no significant positive relationship between debt policy in
the capital structure of companies and enterprise value.

Hatfield. Cheng, and Davidson (1994) examined the eft'ect of capital sfiucture based
on industry classification to the value (perfbrmance) companies. Industry classillcation
is based on"value line industrial clussificatiorz", which is grouped into two companies.
The first group is the company's corporate capital structure (leverage) above the average
industry leverage ratio and the second group is tle company's corporate capital structure
(leverage) below the average industry leverage ratio (the average leverage ratio of all
samples). Masulis (1983) states about the effect of leverage with the cornpany's
enterprise value. as follows: (1) for company with high debt, capital structure, positive
etfect on firm value, and (2) fbr companl, rvith low debt. capital structure negatively
a1Tect company value.

Stervart (1991:66) stated that EVA (economic value added) is a measure of the real
financial perfbrmance compared with most other gauges in viewing the actual economic
benefit of a company. Economic viilue added is the operating profit after tax minus the
cost of capital fbr an investrnent. Trully (1993:38) stated that if EVA is positive. the
company is able to produce positive results and create shareholder wealth. while
negative EVA indicates the company's capacity as a destroyer of shareholder welfare. ln
the long tenn. companies cat have a value of expected EVA is positive, because the
companies that will survive are the companies that could have a positive EVA values.

EVA Calculation Conrponent:

Formula used to calculate the EVA (Stewart, 1991 137) will be as follows:

EVA=NOPAT-c*xCapital
EVA=(r-c*)xCapiral

where:

NOPAT = net operating profit after tax (Net Operating profit After Tax)
C-* = cost of a weighted average of capital (Weighted Average Cost Of Capital)
Capital = Total funds consisting of interest bearing debt and equity shares that are

available on the company to fund company operations.
r = NOPAT: Capital

Lauterbach and Vaninsky (1999) have dift'erent opinions about other variables (as

control variables) that aft'ect firm performimce levels according to agency theory.
According to them, company performance is lirnited by the slze and the risk of tlie
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company share retum. Companies that have a large size typicztlly have a lwget net

inconrc tiom the company's small size. Companies with large size provide compensation

tor the company to choose a good and experienced matragement team. The companies

have the opportunity to select the input manager. Experienced managers will demand

relatively high salaries. Managers who have high skills and capabilities ere expected to

provide superior returns in order to meet company objectives. Thus, firm size has a

positive relationship with perfbrmance. Relationship risk of share return, measured by

the standard deviation of share retun$, with the share perfonnance is negatively related

to finn performeurce. Risk of share return is the proxy of the total risk.

4. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS

From the description of the background of the problem, research problem, literature

review and research hypothesis is built as follows:

a. The proportion of institutions share ownership by external, the proportion of
managerial ownership of shares by internal have effects on corporate capital

structure with following sub-hypotheses:

Ownership of shares by institutions negatively affects the company's capital

structure.
Managerial share ownership negatively affects the company's capital structure,

b. The proportion of share ownership by the institution, the proportion of share

ownership by the manager, and capital structure affect firm performance. Based

on this hypothesis, f'urther sub-hypotheses can be made as follorvs:

l) Ownership of shaues by institutions has positive iniluence on company

performance.

2) The managerial share ownership has positive eff'ect on firm performance.

3) The company's capital structure negatively affects company performance.

5. RESEAR CH METHODOTOGY

The objects of this study consist of variables including exogenous variables:

managerial share ownership, irlstitutional share ownership. asset structure, asset growth.

company size and share retum risk. Endogenous variables include variables of capital
structure and corporate performance. The subject of this research is issuers listed on the

Jakafia Stock Exchange (JSX) as many as 333 companies. The data used are secondary

data in the form of annual tinancial statements of the period 2001 - 2003 (pooled data).

These periods were chosen because the economic conditions were in a state of relatively
normal after recovering fiom the economic crisis in 1997. Samples are non-financial
issuers (companies outside the barrking and financial institutions and investment). The
sampling technique used was purposive sampling criteria: (1) selected non-financial
issuers outside the company investment banking and financial institutions during the

period 2001 to 2003 (2) issuers with positive equity. Based on these criteria, 193 flrms
were found.

Each of the 193 issuers, research variables will be measured from annual data fbr 3

(three) years. except tbr annual share return of risk variables that uses monthly share

price data. Operationalization of the variables used in this study are presented in Table
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6. ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

a. Data Analysis of Research Model

In calculating the 2SLS model, the regression coefficient will be searched, the

independent variables influence the dependent variable, and the coefficient of
cir:tr:rmination (R2). Before the data is included in the model, first it has passed the test

of classical assumptions. The model equation (3) and (4) satisfy the classical

:ssumptions (criteria Unbiased BLUE = Best Linear Estimators)

1) First Phase: Model Capital Structure

At this stage built into one based on equation (l) to see the effect of Institutioniil
share Ownership (lS), Managerial share Ownership (MS), Structure of Assets (SA), and

the Growth of Assets (AG) to the Capital Structure (CS). Results of statistica.l

calculations are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Calculation re.sults of the First Phase (Model Capital Structure)

Coefficients

Model Un.s tan dardized Coe fficien [s S tandardized Coeffi cients SIG

STD. Error BETA

-
Table 4. Czrlculation re.sults of the Second

Coeffic;

Model Unstandardized Coef{icients Sta

STD. Error

Constant

IS

lvlS

SA

AG

EST CS

- 105 .733

15.336

12.338

3.353

-.265

-2.482

23.461

6.366

5.202

t.966

.090

.821

a. Dependent Variable: CP

Source: Results of calculation

Based on Table 4, the statistics are shown

CP = -105 .733 + 15.336 IS + 12.338 MS +

F sig = 0000

b. Discussion of Research Results

1) First Model: Corporate Capital Stru

a) Effect of lnstitutional Ownership (IS

Institutional ownership is part of the shal
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the more eftective they monitor the mana

marlagernent can make a policy of fundi
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On equation 3. note that institutional ow
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greater ownership by the institution, the in
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more leverage ratio to be reduced, cet(

shareholders to push the low leverage ratio

has been eftective to reduce agency costs.

Based on these ernpirical findings, the

research results and in accordance with the

ownership of institution negatively affectr

hypothesis can be proven. This supports thr

Rao ( 1994).

Significant monitoring activity by inst

investments in shares, and has substant

Companies that are monitored by the I

Cons tant

IS

ius

SA

AG

.212

-.a47

,732

.324

-.038

.049

.011

.062

.046

.003

-.030

.060

.783

-.059

4.29?

-2.241

3.142

7 .059

-3.97 2

.000

.0t9

.000

.000

.000

a. Dependenl Variable: CS

Source: Results of calculation

Based on Table 3, the stiltistics shown in ttre model equation (Eq. 3) is:

CS = 0.212 - 0.047IS + 0.232 MS + 0.324 SA - 0.038 AG (3)

F sig = 0000

2) Second Stage

Baned on test results of the OLS equation of the first stage, then calculated the eft'ect

of lnstitutional Ownership (IS), Managerial Ownership (MS), corporate capital structure

(CS). Size of Compirny (SIZ), Risk of Shares (VAR) on compiury perfonnance (CP). In

*ris test the value of capital structure (CS) that is used is the value of capital structure

predictions (Ci). fn. value of capital structure predictions is obtained from the

calculation of the first phase, which form the basis tbr the calculation of the second

stage OLS. Calculation results in the form of equations presented in Table 4.
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Table .1. Calculation re.sults of the Second Phase (ivlodel Co;"npany Performance)

Coefficients

Model Un s tandardized Coeffi cien ts S tandardized Coe ffi cie n ts T

STD. Error BETA

SIG

:arched, the

:fficient of
;sed the test

re classical

Institutional

s (SA), and

I statistica]

SIG

000

.0r 9

.000

.000

.000

the eff'ect

lstructure

e (CP). In

structure

from the

re second

Constant

IS

lvlS

SA

AG

EST CS

- 105 .133

15.336

t2.338

3.353

-.265

-2.482

73.461

6.366

5.2A2

1.966

.090

.821

.035

.01 1

.075

-.004

-.003

4.505

7.409

2.371

t.1 06

2.941

3.023

.000

.012

.a?3

.08 9

.000

.000

a. Dependent Variable: CP

Source: Results of calculation

Based on Table 4,, the statistics are shown in the model equation (Eq. 4) is:

CP=-105 ,733 + 15.336 IS + 12.338 MS + 3.353 SIZ-0.265 VAR - 2"482 CS

F sig = 0000

b. Discussion of Research Results

l) First Model: Corporate Capital Structure

a) Effect of lnstitutional Ownership (IS) to the Capital Structure (CS)

Institutional ownership is part of the shareholders who conduct external monitoring.
This party has an effective capability to monitor because it has the systems and budget

through the voting mechanics. The greater the proportion of shares held by institution

the more eff'ective they monitor the management of opportunistic behavior, so the

management can make a policy of funding and fund managelnent well and debt

sewicing obligations are met.

On equation 3. note that institutional ownership of individual variables (IS) has the

negative influence of caprtal structure of the company (CS), So in this economy means

greater ownership by the institution, the institution tends to reduce the debt, or give

priority to the use of equity as a source of corporate funding, thus causing more and

more leverage ratio to be reduced. ceteris paribus. The ability of institutional
shareholders to push the low leverage ratio indicates the monitoring by the institution

has been effective to reduce agency costs.

Bu;ed on these empirical findings, the research is still consistent with previous

research results and in accordance with the research hypothesis which states that share

ownership of institution negatively affects the company's capital structure. So this

hypothesis can be proven. This supports the results of research by Bathala, Moon, and

Rao (1994).

Significant monitoring activity by institutional investors due to the size of their
investments in shares, and ha; substantial economic interests to make a profit.
Companies that are monitored by the larger institutions, will require less debt.
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Ownetship of shares by institutional investors acts as an important monitoring agent that

plays zur active and consistent role in protecting the equity investment at stake in the

cornpany. The monitotittg mechanics will ensure the economic prosperity of

shaleholders as a whtlle.

b) Itrffect of Managerial share orvnership (MS) on the Capital structure (cs)

Equation 3 indicates that the indivitlual variables atd managerial ownership (MS)

has a positive intluence on the direction of company's capital sffuctufe (CS). It means

that greater managerial ownership will lead to increasing leverage ratio. This findings is

in contrast with the research hypothesis. The inconsistency of research results with the

proposed hypothesis, can be explained as fbllows:

i. Risk management is covered by a total risk that cannot be diversified in the

managerial labor market. Performance generated by the management will impact

positively or negatively on their future career as a member of the management

company. This will also be able to determine whether the managerial labor

market accepts them if they move to another company. With a total risk inherent

on self-manager, then they will maximize their own welfare by doing business

expansions that arc expected to enhance the status, salary, bonus, compensation.

and require excessive facilities. Expansion of the maragemetit will use internal

funds and external sources (including debt). To that end. the company funding

source selection decisions are necessary to conffol and supervise.

ii. Managerial share olvnership is part of the functionality parallels between

management and shareholders. So managerial share ownership is part of internal

monitoring by the shaleholders (Jensen and lvleckling, 1976; Brailsford, Oliver.

and Pua, 20A2). Horvever, the efl'ectiveness of internal monitoring by

shareholders against rnauagerial opportunistic behavior is determined by the size

of their votirrg power through its share ownership proportion. If the proportion of
shares held by managerial is relatively small, the internal monitoring tunction is

not efl'ective. as a result of opportunistic behavior by management that can not be

controlled, and vice versa. The study shows that managerial ownership levels are

relatively low (2.12Vo,2.39Vo and 2.29V0 rcspectively tbr the years 2001,2402,
2003). Bathala, Moon, and Rao (1994) found similar evidence that ownership

shares below 5% is considered less effectivefor monitoring. Based on tlis, it can

be said that the company's internal monitoring capacity is relatively small

number, so the company's intenral monitoring functions are also weak. ltr order

tbr the monitoring t'unction is runs well, there should be external monitoring by

creditors (bondholders). Creditors rvill supervise the use of money loaned to

confbnn with the credit proposal submitted to the company. Creditors will also

conduct oversight of these policies with the company entered into a conffact that

would restrict the nliuagement in rnaking policy (bond covenartts). Bond

covenauts may reduce the opportunistic nature of mauagement. so that agency

costs decrease. They raise the debt burden remains of interest. These expenses

will reduce free cash flows that can be used by management. The bigger the
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company lent at the risk borne by cretlitors will be greater. for that creditor will

conduct more stringent oversight, ceteris pzlfibus. Thus. debt is a comprotnise

betweell shareholders antl management (Meyers and Majluf, 1984). This

phenomenon explains why managerial share ownersltip on the proportion of small

gives positive eftbct oli capital sffucture (ceteris piuibus).

iii.Viewed fiom the asymmeffic infbrmation theory, the phenomenon of a positive

relationship between managerial share ownership of capital structue can also be

explained. The proportion of managerial orvnership is not significatt, causing the

pafiy to dominate management of infbmation (intbrmation superiority) compared

to the other party. lf so, the management pref-ers debt financing than equity

tinancing, and debt will optimize resources, since the debt will lower the cost of

capital (Myers and Majluf, 1984).

2) Model Ttvo: Company Perfornance

This section will study the influence of institutional ownership (IS). managerial

share ownership (MS), and capital structule (CS) on company performance (CP).

a) Effect of Institutional Share Orvnership (IS) to Performance (CP)

The company's main objective is to maximize shareholder wealth. Separation of the

hvo functions has a contlict of interest leading to problerns of agency that

simultaneously generate agency costs because of the opportunistic nature of the agenu.

Ratiolally he also rvanted his personal goarl achieved that is maximizing individu:tl

utility. At the same time, the public cornpirny, the ownership share is owned by many

parties. consisting of institutional sharebolders. founders' shares. and individuzrl shares.

and other parties. Each party has different interests alld abilities in directing the

cgmpany's goals. The spread of share ownership ilrd control tunctions rvith a separatiott

betweel ownership functions causes the control of the cornpany by the owner of the

company's overarll weakened.

The presence of institutional shareholders that control problems can be overcome.

Institutions as shareholders irave the resources and budget. It functions as a part owner

of the company wirh the same goal. so he will conduct an active and simultaneous

control of the actions and policies of the management. So the more eft'ectively it

controls, resulting in the management of opportunistic behavior can be suppresed and

the company management can decide to remain on the company's true goal. If the goal

is achieved well company, it can improve company performance. ln equation 4. it is
shown that individual institutional ownership variable (IS) has the direction of a positive

influelce on company performance (CP). It is still consistent with previous empirical

research by Kuznetsov ;urd Muravyev (2001), Bathala et al. (1994) and Berger and Patti

(2002). They conclude that institutional shareholders have the good efl-ect of monitoring

(monitoring) that call reduce agency costs. so that company perfbrmance can be

improved.

b) Effect of Managerial share orvnership (MS) to Perfornrance (cP)

Equation 4 shows that individual managerial shate owtrership variable (MS) has the

direction of a positive intluence on company performance (CP). Ownership of shares b5'
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managerial is one form of corporate internal confols, such as internal audit, management

infbnnation systems, and other diamonds. Internal control through manageria.l share

ownership is inherent on its self-management i.e. policy makers, because every outcolne

of a decision, whether positive or negative, the result will be returned at oufselves as

ilecisiolr makers. Managerial shareholders also represent other shareholders, with the

same goal. The greater number of shares owned by management, the greater impact of
decision will make it back thernselves as a shareholder. Theretbre. they will try to make

a decision based on company objectives. Management will reduce its opportunistic

properties so that agency costs are reduced and corporate pertbrmauce will be increased.

c) Effect of Capital Structure (CS) to Performance (CP)

Debt financing decisions involve the two parties directly concemed, namely

management and creditors. From the side of the company, the debt poses two main

problems of agency costs and problems of confolling capita.l costs and also benefit from

Nx relief on interest costs. BOth issues have an impact on corporate perfOrmance,

whether positive or negative. For the management, use of debt raises the problem of
management of risks. Both possibilities give effects that can be explained as follows:

i. If a relatively large share of ownership, then the external monitoring by

shareholders against management is more effbctive and thus reduciltg agency

costs. The use of debt would cause the cost of monitoring by creditors. Overall,

the result of monitoring by institutional shareholders and creditors at the same

time increase t}te cost of agency. This will reduce the cost of meaningful results.

so decreasing corporate performance. So we can conclude the greater the debt,

the proportion of lurge institutional orvnership, will reduce the company's

performance.

ii. lf institutional ownership is relatively small so that external monitoring of
management eff'ectiveness is low, the management of opportunistic behavior is

high. Opportunistic behavior by management is greater if the management has

superior infbnnation cornpared to the other party. To improve the eff'ectiveness of
monitoring, the use of debt is a middle ground between shareholders and

management. Creditors will conduct monitoring over the lif'e of the loan to reduce

the risk of unpaid receivables. Thus cost of agency will be reduced.

iii. According to agency theory, the total risk borne by the management cannot be

diversified in the managerial labor market. The success of producing a good

performance management will ensure the sustainability of the work, if otherrvise

they can be dismissed. If management dismissed because of poor performance, it
is difficult for them to get back to work. To keep the management still working

on its current position, ttrey will reduce the risk of bank cruptcy so the company

will survive, which means ensuring its presence on the job now. To reduce the

risk of bank cruptcy, the management will use the loan funds below the optimum

level (sub-optimal), or if the company has high leverage he will reduce the debt,

because debt can increase the risk of bank cruptcy due to financiztl fixed expenses

- irtcurred. This mealls that managenl
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- incurred. This meals that managenrent does not pay attention to relevant theories
of capiral structure according to the trade-ofT framework in setting the company's
capital structure.

iv. Viewed from the relevant theory of capital sfructure according to the trade-off
framework which states that firms have optimal capital structure. In capital
shucture policy. the company will gradually lead to the optimum capital
sffucture. In the state of optirnum capital structure, minirnum capital cost, so that
the value of the firm can be maxirnums (ceteris pzribus).

Equation 4 indicates that the capital sffucture of individual variables (CS) has a

direction of negative influence on firm perfonnance (CP). Based on these findings, this
research is still consistent with the hypothesis and the results of previous research and

that capital structure negatively atfects company perfbrmance can be proved.

Lasher (2003,431) provides guidalce on the optimum capital structure adopted by
business firms on the level of leverage ranged between 307o - 507a. Empirical evidence
of the average leverage ratio per year of the study was 3l .63V0, 31 -'72V0 and 28.A3Vo

respectively for the years 2001, 2M2,and 2003. This means that the capital structure of
research the object is at the lower levels in the optimum range. This allows the company
increase the value of its debt to reach the optimum point for the best. The potential to
increase the company's debt capacity is supported by the state of the asset structure that
hils been used tbr collateral for loans that are still below 100%.

From the company's point of vierv, if you follow the theory of optimum capital
structure, the company still hix the potential to increase the value of debt to enhance
shareholder value. because the optimization of debt can still be improved. which can be

seen fiom the ratio of total debt and the collateral value of assets under 1007o and the
average leverage ratio at the position belorv the optimal range (307o - 50Vo) according to
Lasher (2003) criteria. According to the fade-off theory of capital structure, this
condition should encourage companies to add debt to enhance shareholder value. This
means if the company adds debt, it will increase corporate pertbrmance. In other words
capital structure is positively rclated to company performance.

Empirical facts frorn the research and the research hypothesis states the opposite, in
which capital structure is related negatively to company pertbrrnance. This fact can be

explained by agency theory. The nature of the relationship between capital structure md
corporate pertbrmance depends on the nature of the complex relationship between

shareholders. management and creditors. Three party relationships will determine tle
etfectiveness of monitoring and overall agency costs. The nature of this relationship can

be simplified through the level of eiTectiveness of monitoring by shareholders against
mauagement policies in the use of financial resources. Level of etl'ectiveness depends

on the strength of the voting rights (voting power) of the shzreholders.

The empirical fact explains that the average institutional ownership in the

observation period was above 507o, ie.67 .62Vo,66.999o and 67 .359o respectively for the
yezus 2001. 2002, and 2003. This means that institutional shareholders have absolute
voting power, which means they have the effective monitoring of m;magement policy.
so agency costs can be reduced.
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Meanwhile, shareholders in terms of managerial, the proportion of shares owned by

management is relatively small, i.e. 2.1390,2.39V0 and 2.29Vo respectively for the years

2001,2002, and 2003. Low level of managerial ownership causes ineffective internal

monitoring, resulting in gaps of information (asynmetric intbrmation). Beween the

managetnent of corporate infbnnation and the dominating shnreholders. To baluurce the

eonrpany's distribution of information, it encourages shareholders to raise debt, because

creditors will perform monitoring to managernent policy. However. this will lead to the

use of debt agency costs due to the cost of monitoring by creditors that overlap with the

monitoring by institutional shareholders. So, the total cost of monitoring by external

Parties (institutional shareholders and creditors) would rise. As a result, performance

will go down. Options are to encourage the use of debt by shareholders despite the

increase of agency costs, assuming that the cost due to loss of information due to the

infbrrnation domination by the management is grealer than monitoring by creditors.

This analysis will be valid wittr the assumption that the company's true character of
asymmeEic information, i.e. infbrmation of the company management is superior
compared to the other party.

7. CONCLUSION

Based on the tbrmulation of the problem and hypotheses that have been built as well
as analysis of the research, results can be summarized as fbllows:

1) Share ownership by extemal parties (institutions) and the managerial share

ownership have efTects on non-hnancial issuers of capital structure listed on the

Jakarta Stock Exchange during the study period. Effect of each independent

variable on the capitnl stucture, are as follows:

a- lnstitutional share ownership negatively afTect the capital structure of
companies.

b. Managerial share ownership has positive effect on the comparny's capital
structure.

2) Share ownership by external parties (institutions), the managerial share ownership.

Eud corporate capital structue have an intluence on the performance of non-

financial issuers listed on the Jakarta Stock Exchange during the study period.

Effect of each independent variable on firm perfbnnance follows:

a. Ownership of shares by institutions has positive influence on company
perfbrmance.

b. Managerial share ownership has positive effect on tirm performance.

c. Capiul stnrcture negatively afl'ects comp:iny performance.
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